
Transgender 

Sexual Health and 

Fertility



Sexual Health
Sexual Health Exams

Offer support and or medication for anxiety and dysphoria 

during sensitive exams- they can literally be torture.

Safer sex discussion- help the patient understand their worth 

and protect themselves, as well as their health risks with their 

specific anatomy and practices.

Sexual assault or abuse history?  Help the patient reclaim their 

power and feel safe  by asking for consent with every touch, 

explaining the exam thoroughly, offering for them to take the 

lead in sensitive exams.



Sexual Health

STI testing specific to health needs:

MSM Community has a resurgence of Syphilis, people 

who have sex with MSM should be tested

Receptive anal sex = anal pap.  Much higher risk for anal 

carcinoma in people with HIV/AIDS

nPEP and PrEP

Neovaginas are epithelial tissue, but can contract 

gonorrhea and possibly other STI’s



Sexual Health

Transfeminine

If there is a prostate it needs to be 

checked, PSA when appropriate, 

vaginoplasty may remove the lower 

aspect, but upper remains and is 

accessible through the vagina

Receptive anal sex = anal pap.  

Much higher risk for anal carcinoma 

in people with HIV/AIDS

Breast and chest exams- watch for 

nipple discharge

STI testing



Sexual Health
Transmasculine

if there is a cervix, needs a pap. 

Testosterone causes atrophy of 

the tissue- 10 times more likely 

to get an inadequate sample in 

people on testosterone- check 

HPV automatically .  

Uterus and ovaries may shrink

Chest exams are necessary, 

expect atrophic and fibrocystic 

changes



Anal Paps
• Insert dacron swab to just 

above the dentate line-

about 2 inches

• Remove in a spiraling 

motion

• Use ThinPrep

• Digital rectal exam after 

pap



Transgende

r Fertility



Transgender Fertility

SRS has frequently been 

required to get one’s 

gender marker changed 

on birth certificates and 

Social Security

This is seen as forced 

sterilization by many.



Transgender Fertility

People who make Sperm:

If partner has a uterus and a 

willingness to carry- easy done

If partner has no uterus or cannot 

carry: Gestational surrogate using 

patient’s sperm, a donor egg and a 

lawyer.

Cryopreservation may be done prior 

to surgery if patient is willing to go off 

HRT

Exciting prospects on the horizon: 

Uterine transplant



Transgender Fertility
People who Make Eggs:

Some will have comfort with carrying, some will not.  

Don’t assume.

If patient wishes to carry: 3 months off testosterone is 

often enough to restart cycling, but may take longer to 

achieve pregnancy.  Testosterone thickens outer layer 

of ovaries, looks like PCOS without metabolic issues.  

Respect appropriate gender pronouns at all times, 

especially in delivery.

If partner has a uterus and willingness to carry: in vitro 

fertilization of patient’s egg can be implanted in 

partner.

Sperm may be obtained via partner,  anonymous 

donor, or friend with a lawyer.



Transgender Fertility

Transgender Youth:

Luprolide acetate stops maturation of gonads, but this is reversible. 

Gonads will continue to mature if therapy stopped.

Hormone therapy if initiated before tanner stage 2 stops gonadal 

maturation.  Fertility may not be possible if desired morphologic effects 

are to be achieved.

Many young patients will not know if they want genetically related 

children- big decision for one so young, often means major compromise.

Gonadal tissue can be resected at great expense, frozen for later use, 

then transplanted back into the patient’s body.



Chest or Breast Feeding

Anyone with a nipple can use a SNS

Transmasculine with mastectomy-

there may be remaining glandular 

tissue that can enlarge during 

pregnancy.  May need revision. If 

lactating and desiring to stop- Binding 

and sage tea. 

Transfeminine often have tubular 

breast growth- poor milk supply, but 

possible to stimulate.

Domperidone

Herbs and Pumping


